
 

 
Von: David Tsaava  

Gesendet: Mittwoch, 18. März 2015 11:13 
An: Vivek Hajarnavis; Hayo Koppelmans 

Cc: Raymond A. Romito 

Betreff: AW: Configuring a connection between a Hilscher scanner and Point I/O 
 
Hi Vivek, 

 

Thanks a lot for your comments. We’ll try to create the case through Rockwell Technical support for 

the EDS issue (32 bit run/Idle header). 

 

Example of an EDS file that only includes a 1_xx connection: our support team has seen some. The 

attached one should be such one ("http://www.ab.com/networks/eds/XX/0001000700040200.eds"). 

 

Because of the known issues in EDSes for Rockwell EtherNet/Ip adapters, Only the way to support 

these adapters in our engineering could be: 

� Prompt the user automated default config based on EDSes 

� Add ‚expert’ mode allowing user modifications for known EDS gaps (in case auto-config 

doesn’t work…) 

 

Mit freundlichen Grüßen / Best regards  

 

David Tsaava  

 
 

 
Von: Vivek Hajarnavis [mailto:vhajarnavis@ra.rockwell.com]  
Gesendet: Dienstag, 17. März 2015 10:35 

An: David Tsaava; Hayo Koppelmans 

Cc: Raymond A. Romito 
Betreff: RE: Configuring a connection between a Hilscher scanner and Point I/O 
 
Hi David, 
 
For the first point, the best way forward would be to log this through Rockwell Technical support  here 
- http://www.rockwellautomation.com/rockwellautomation/support/europe/europe.page#/tab4 
 
If you are struggling then let me know and I can create the case but it would be better for follow up if 
you are able to create the ticket.  
 
For the other questions: 
 
- Yes, the 1756 I/O platform can only be configured in Studio 5000 and we do not have any support 

for third party scanners 
- The EDS files are designed for use with third party tools and we do send (most) of our products 

through the ODVA Plugfest for interoperability testing. I believe the latest series hardware and 
files were developed in response to the results of the Plugfest, but it could be the case that the 
changes have not been fully implemented in all modules yet 

- As far as I know, The SLOT_MINUS_ONE mechanism isn’t currently supported by any Rockwell 
product. We are working with ODVA to better define Modular EDS constructs, but at present there 
is no plan for implementation  

- Do you have an example of an EDS file that only includes a 1_xx connection? We can then 
advise on the best way forward. 

 
Kind regards, 



 
Vivek 
 
Vivek Hajarnavis 

Business Development Manager - Technology Adoption  

Rockwell Automation 

Pegasus Park  

De Kleetlaan 12A 

1831 Diegem 

Belgium 

Tel: +32 (0)2 661 46 24 

Fax: +32 (0)2 661 46 00 

Mobile: +32 (0)499 513.723 

vhajarnavis@ra.rockwell.com 

www.rockwellautomation.be 
 

From: David Tsaava [mailto:DTsaava@hilscher.com]  

Sent: Monday, March 16, 2015 3:59 PM 

To: Hayo Koppelmans 

Cc: Vivek Hajarnavis 

Subject: AW: Configuring a connection between a Hilscher scanner and Point I/O 

 
Hi Hayo, 

 

Ex ante: 

We discovered further problem with an EDS… with the EDS for AB Variable Speed Drive 

PowerFlex40: 

In it, see attached, T->O connection is specified with  

� 8 bytes data,  

� 32 bit run/Idle header and  

� 2 byte sequence count (EtherNet/IP use).   

Total T->O size = 14 byte. Using this size in configuration, the drive reports a length error. 

 

Real configuration seems to be "connection is pure data and is modeless", where the T->O 

size is  

� 8 bytes data  + 2 byte sequence count = 10 bytes. 

Tried with RSLogix... The compact logix tries to open a connection with 10 bytes T->O 

connection. And it works. 

 

Hence, the EDS file erroneous... BUT, it can be changed/corrected by Rockwell only. 

 

Please see comments to your remarks inline below… 

 

Best regards, 

David 

 

 
Von: Hayo Koppelmans [mailto:hkoppelmans@ra.rockwell.com]  

Gesendet: Sonntag, 15. März 2015 22:19 

An: David Tsaava 
Cc: Vivek Hajarnavis 

Betreff: RE: Configuring a connection between a Hilscher scanner and Point I/O 
 
Hi David,  

 

 



My colleagues have spent some more time on investigating the topic and came up with the following 

remarks, based on the last input you provided: 
 
1. EDS connections to 1756-I/O modules are not supported (we sell and support it as a Logix-only 

platform) 
[David] Does this mean that these IOs can only be used in Rockwell Engineering Environment? 

2. The information that Hilscher needs in the EDS files regarding the config assemblies should be 
present for the newest series modules (series C, I think) 
[David] We have to try these versions next… that would half the battle. 

3. EtherNet/IP Connections between Logix and Rockwell modules do not use EDS (add-on profiles 
work independently, the EDS file is just used to make the yellow question mark disappear in Linx) 
[David] This would mean that such EDSes are not qualified for third party engineering tools. 

Refer to item 1. above, too. 

4. We propose the use of CIP Routing using a port segment as an alternative to the SLOT MINUS 
ONE method. CIP routing uses the port entry to determine what needs to be in the port segment. 
The target slot number is used as the link address 
[David] Is it the case for Rockwell adapters that SLOT MINUS ONE setting applies for them? 

Always? For 90% of Rockwell adapters?   
5. The 1_xx connections can all be ignored 

[David] What to do with EDSes which contain 1_xx connections definitions only? 

 
 
I am not a subject-matter-expert myself, but their seems to be a way forward with this. Please send 
any reply to me as well as my colleague Vivek (see CC).  
Thanks for your help,  

 

 
Met vriendelijke groeten / Best Regards, 
Hayo Koppelmans 
 
Motion Solutions Consultant EMEA 
------------------------------------------------------------- 
Rockwell Automation 

 

From: David Tsaava [mailto:DTsaava@hilscher.com]  

Sent: Wednesday, January 21, 2015 1:39 PM 

To: Hayo Koppelmans 

Cc: Vivek Hajarnavis 

Subject: AW: Configuring a connection between a Hilscher scanner and Point I/O 

 
Hi Hayo, 

 

Thanks a lot for the efforts and the info. 

 

We already have tried this approach with 1734- AENT (and in another context with 1756- AENT, too). 

The problem is for example this (copy from the EDS snippet below, email by Ray):  
[Connection Manager]  

… 

 
    Connection45=       $ Listen Only (non-Logix Di rect to Module)  
                        $ Catalogs        1734-IB8,  IV8  
                        $ Config Assem    103    
                        $ Consume Assem   0xBF (Lis ten Only)     
                        $ Produce Assem   4      
        0x01030002,     $ trigger & transport  
        0x44240305,     $ point/multicast & priorit y & realtime format  



        ,0,,            $ O=>T default,description  
        ,,Assem127,     $ T=>O default,description  
        ,,              $ config part 1  
        ,,              $ config part 2 (module con figuration)  
        "Direct Listen Only",                 $ con nection name  
        "Direct Listen Only Connection - Input data  contains the state of each of 
the inputs.",   $ Help string  
        "20 04 24 67 2C BF 2C 04";  
 
The module requires config bytes but the corresponding info in EDS, (config part 1 and) config part 2 

is (omitted) missing (for the Connection45 as an example). This is why we were looking for a 

Proxy/Proxying constructs in the corresponding EDSes.  

I know that Rockwell tools are integrating such modules via profiles’ definitions and all the info is 

available this way. Third party tools have to rely on the EDSes and there’s the problem with the 

integrity of these EDS files. Just for the info, additionally, in many cases, in Connection Manager, the 

connection definitions (EDSes for 1756-EN2TR Adapter, 1756-IB32/B and 1756-OB16D/A modules, e.g.): 

• are missing definition for slot modifier ("SLOT MINUS ONE") and/or  

• contain Rockwell specific keys like “1_Display_Only_ConnectionXX”, for example, which is 

cryptic for non-RA tools. We even could successfully ignore this (manipulating our CIP EDS 

parser) but missing parts in the module’s connection definition make the EDS based 

automated configuration generation impossible. 

 

For such cases, as a workaround, we have implemented generic FDT/DTM where user can configure 

manually xxx-AENT adapters+modules. With it we have managed the creation of working configs for 

1734 and 1756 adapters. To be able to do this, we needed to consult adapter and modules’ manuals. 

This is not the approach the customers can accept. 

 

Regards, 

David 

 

 
Von: Hayo Koppelmans [mailto:hkoppelmans@ra.rockwell.com]  
Gesendet: Dienstag, 20. Januar 2015 13:05 

An: David Tsaava 
Cc: Vivek Hajarnavis 

Betreff: FW: Configuring a connection between a Hilscher scanner and Point I/O 
 
Hi David,  

  
There has been some delay due to the holidays, but I would like to inform you that 2 of my 

colleagues have investigated the issue seen with linking the Hilscher card to the Allen Bradley Point 

IO, instead of the Flex IO.  

We still would like to see this resolved for our mutual customer.  

Could you please take a look to what they describe below and contact them directly with any 

feedback or further questions? Their details are in the mail below.  

  

Thanks for your efforts,  

  
Met vriendelijke groeten / Best Regards, 

Hayo Koppelmans 
Solution Architect OEM BeNeLux 
------------------------------------------------------------- 
Rockwell Automation 

Rivium Promenade 160 
2909 LM Capelle a/d IJssel, The Netherlands 
-------------------------------------------------------------- 



� Email: hkoppelmans@ra.rockwell.com 
� Phone: +31 102 665 555 
� Cell: +31 648 874 937 

   
_____________________________________________ 

From: Vivek Hajarnavis  

Sent: Tuesday, January 20, 2015 12:39 PM 

To: Hayo Koppelmans 

Cc: Raymond A. Romito 

Subject: FW: Configuring a connection between a Hilscher scanner and Point I/O 

  
  
Hi Hayo, 
  
Please find below some additional feedback from Ray – feel free to forward this on to the customer 
and/or Hilscher 
  
We will be happy to discuss this with Hilscher if they have any questions. 
  
Regards, 
  
Vivek 
  
Vivek Hajarnavis 

Business Development Manager - Technology Adoption  
Rockwell Automation 

Pegasus Park  

De Kleetlaan 12A 

1831 Diegem 

Belgium 

Tel: +32 (0)2 661 46 24 

Fax: +32 (0)2 661 46 00 

Mobile: +32 (0)499 513.723 

vhajarnavis@ra.rockwell.com 

www.rockwellautomation.be 

  
  
_____________________________________________ 

From: Raymond A. Romito  

Sent: Monday, January 19, 2015 7:18 PM 

To: Vivek Hajarnavis 

Subject: FW: Configuring a connection between a Hilscher scanner and Point I/O 

  
  
In the Point I/O product the backplane devices are CIP devices. We assume it to be kind of a bridge 

device rather than a gateway so we don’t do the “proxying” like we do in the Flex I/O system. Instead 

we use CIP routing, which is a more straightforward CIP way to do this than the proxy is. It sounds 

like the Sycon tool does not know about CIP routing, or at maybe doesn’t know to use it in this case. 

It’s entirely possible that it’s just simply doing things the way Flex I/O did, which is different. 

  

Looking at the 1734-AENT EDS file, it has a Port section. There’s an entry in that section for a 

backplane port: 

  
[Port]  
        Port1 =  
                1_Virtual_Backplane,  
                "Backplane",  
                "21 00 00 03 24 01",  
                1;  



  
This port is CIP routable so when making a connection to something on this port you would refer to 

the EDS for the modules on this port, which are the 1734 I/O modules. The EDS file for these have a 

Connection_Manager section that tells all the connection info needed for the FwdOpen. The example 

below is from one of them, and it shows which Connection Paths are available to connect to in that 

module.  

  
[Connection Manager]  
$   Connection1 =       $ There is No Exclusive Own er Connection  
  
    Connection23 =      $ Input Only (Direct to Mod ule)  
                        $ Catalogs        1734-IB8,  IV8  
                        $ Config Assem    103    
                        $ Consume Assem   0xBE (Inp ut Only)      
                        $ Produce Assem   4      
        0x02030002,     $ trigger & transport  
        0x44240305,     $ point/multicast & priorit y & realtime format  
        ,0,,            $ O=>T default,description  
        ,,Assem127,     $ T=>O default,description  
        ,Assem124,      $ config part 1  
        ,Assem103,      $ config part 2 (module con figuration)  
        "Direct Input Only",                  $ con nection name  
        "Direct Input Only Connection - Input data contains the state of each of 
the inputs. There is NO output data.",    
                        $ Help string  
        "20 04 24 67 2C BE 2C 04";  
  
    Connection45=       $ Listen Only (non-Logix Di rect to Module)  
                        $ Catalogs        1734-IB8,  IV8  
                        $ Config Assem    103    
                        $ Consume Assem   0xBF (Lis ten Only)     
                        $ Produce Assem   4      
        0x01030002,     $ trigger & transport  
        0x44240305,     $ point/multicast & priorit y & realtime format  
        ,0,,            $ O=>T default,description  
        ,,Assem127,     $ T=>O default,description  
        ,,              $ config part 1  
        ,,              $ config part 2 (module con figuration)  
        "Direct Listen Only",                 $ con nection name  
        "Direct Listen Only Connection - Input data  contains the state of each of 
the inputs.",   $ Help string  
        "20 04 24 67 2C BF 2C 04";  

  
So when the FwdOpen is constructed, the first thing in the Connection Path is the Port Segment that 

identifies how to route the message.  The picture below highlights the Connection Path. The decode 

shows a Port segment, then an address, followed by a Key, then the application path. The 01 01 is the 

Routing information: go out port 1, to node address 1. This is the first slot immediately to the right of 

the AENT adapter.  

  



  
I think this is probably not all that different from the way Flex I/O does it. In fact, I think it’s identical. 

The difference is how the scanner configuration tool knows how to do that. The difference is as I 

mentioned earlier in the EDS files. You either have to have the Proxy/ProxiedConnectN entry or you 

have the ConnectionN entries. 

  

Consider that and let me know what questions is prompts.  

  

Thanks, 

Raymond Romito 

Business Development Manager 

Rockwell Automation Technologies, Inc. 

1 Allen Bradley Dr 

Mayfield Hts Oh 44124 

Ph: 440-646-3520 

Cell: 330-518-2284 

 


